Ten-Speed® Triple M4 Mag pouch

Always Better®

Water Resistant

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

The Ten-Speed® Double Stackable M4 Pouch is a
multi-use magazine pouch that is the perfect blend
of speed and security. Made of military grade elastic
and ULTRAcomp™ laminate, the Triple M4 Pouch
holds three M4 mags or similar sized items such as
flash bangs or trauma dressings. When empty, the
pouch lies flat for less bulk. In addition to the MOLLE
compatible surface on the front of the pouch, the TenSpeed Triple Stackable Pouch is designed to offer
increased retention and durability over traditional TenSpeed products.

Scrape dirt and dust from the item using a brush that will not
cut into the fabric.

Lightweight

Weight

98g

Part #

HW-M4-3-SB-XX

Do not use chlorine bleach, yellow soap, cleaning fluids, or
solvents that will discolor or deteriorate the item.

Size

5.5” x 9.5”

Dry the item in shade or indoors. Do not dry in direct sunlight,

Features

direct heat or open flame.

Patented Helium Whisper®

Hose or wash the item in a pail of water using mild detergent
or soap. Rinse thoroughly with clean water.

MOLLE
Compatible

Do not launder or dry item in fixed commercial home type
laundry equipment.
Do not attempt to dye or repair.
Turn in for repair or replacement.
Remember, extremely dirty or damaged equipment can eventually fail to perform its intended function.

Materials
Helium Whisper®

ULTRAcomp®

Ten-Speed® Mil grade
elastic

TEX 70 bonded nylon
thread

BK

877.430.2583
Cage Code: 3X9S8
DUNS Number: 152028291
Sales@BlueForceGear.com
166 Pine Barren Rd., Pooler, GA 31322

Signature reducing color
matched printed elastic and
printed laminate

CB

MC

CB

Coyote
Ranger
Black
Multicam
Brown
Green
*Other colors available upon request **Accessories not included
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Lifetime Warranty

